
	  

 
November 1, 2016 

President James P. Clements 
Clemson University 
President’s Office 
201 Sikes Hall 
Clemson, SC 29634 

Sent via Certified U.S. Mail 
Re:  First Amendment Compliance 

Dear President Clements: 

The Foundation for Individual Rights in Education (FIRE) is a nonpartisan, nonprofit 
organization dedicated to defending liberty, freedom of speech, due process, academic 
freedom, legal equality, and freedom of conscience on America’s college campuses. Our 
website, thefire.org, will give you a greater sense of our identity and activities. 

I write today to notify you that one or more of Clemson University’s policies 
unconstitutionally restricts freedom of expression, as guaranteed by the First Amendment 
and defined by legal precedent. Accordingly, FIRE has rated Clemson a “red light” 
institution in Spotlight, our online database of speech codes regulating student and faculty 
expression at colleges and universities across the country. Red light institutions maintain 
policies that clearly and substantially restrict constitutionally protected speech. For more 
information, I invite you to visit FIRE’s website, where you may read FIRE’s full 
explanation of our speech code ratings (thefire.org/spotlight/using-the-spotlight-
database) and review FIRE’s policy-by-policy ratings for Clemson’s speech codes. 

FIRE strongly recommends that you reform your institution’s policies to 
ensure compliance with the First Amendment,  by which Clemson is both 
legally and morally bound. Failure to do so betrays Clemson’s mission as a 
public institution of higher learning,  violates the expressive rights of your 
students and faculty,  and invites challenge in federal court.  
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As you may be aware, your institution received a letter from Representative Bob Goodlatte 
(R-VA), Chairman of the U.S. House Judiciary Committee, in August 2015. In that letter, 
Chairman Goodlatte drew attention to the red light rating earned by Clemson and urged 
your administration to make the necessary policy revisions. Unfortunately, more than a 
year later, Clemson has chosen to ignore Chairman Goodlatte, continuing instead to violate 
its students’ and professors’ right to freedom of expression. 

This year, FIRE anticipates a significant decline in the number of colleges and universities 
nationwide earning a red light rating, a decrease attributable in large part to Chairman 
Goodlatte’s letter and FIRE’s advocacy. However, despite these positive developments, 
Clemson is one of the remaining red light institutions in our speech code database.  

By maintaining at least one clearly unconstitutional speech regulation, your 
institution risks an embarrassing defeat in federal court and the loss of 
“qualified immunity” for individual administrators responsible for the 
ongoing violation of students’  and faculty members’  First Amendment 
rights.  In light of the clearly established case law governing the First Amendment on 
campus—jurisprudence that has made plain for decades that students and professors enjoy 
full free speech rights at public colleges and universities—Clemson’s policies may subject 
the administrators who enforce them to personal liability for monetary damages in the 
event of a successful legal challenge.  

Consider these developments from within the past year: 

• Students at Iowa State University (ISU) proceeded with their First Amendment
lawsuit against ISU, brought on behalf of the ISU chapter of the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML-ISU). The lawsuit—
coordinated by FIRE as part of our Stand Up For Speech (SUFS) Litigation Project—
challenged ISU’s restrictions on the student group’s t-shirt designs, an important
part of NORML-ISU’s campus advocacy. In January, a federal district court held
that ISU’s rejection of the t-shirt designs violated the group’s First Amendment
rights and ordered ISU to approve similar designs featuring a cannabis leaf.
Critically,  the district court rejected the claim from the named
defendants—ISU administrators—that they were entitled to qualified
immunity in the students’  suit.  After the university appealed the denial of
qualified immunity, in April, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eighth
Circuit ruled against ISU on the university’s motion to stay the district court’s order.

• In October, the United States Court of Appeals for the Eleventh Circuit ruled in
favor of the right of students at Valencia College to criticize the college’s
requirement that they undergo transvaginal ultrasounds performed on them by
their classmates as part of Valencia’s sonography program. In so holding, the
Eleventh Circuit made clear that students’ criticism of this practice at the Florida
public institution was well within their First Amendment rights. FIRE had filed an
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amici curiae brief in this case, along with several other organizations, urging the 
Eleventh Circuit to reach this very result. 

• In May, Blinn College settled a student’s First Amendment lawsuit challenging the
Texas public institution’s limitations on her campus expressive activity, including
restricting her to a miniscule free speech zone and stating that she needed “special
permission” to advocate for gun rights on campus. Rather than face the prospect of a
defeat in federal court, Blinn agreed to revise the policies in question and pay the
student $50,000 in damages and attorney’s fees. FIRE coordinated the lawsuit as
part of our SUFS Litigation Project.

• In January, FIRE coordinated the filing of another First Amendment lawsuit as part
of our SUFS campaign, this time at Louisiana State University (LSU). A tenured,
acclaimed education professor at LSU filed the lawsuit to challenge her firing under
an overbroad sexual harassment policy maintained by LSU that infringes upon
clearly protected speech.

These developments only underscore the prevailing case law from the past 
three decades in which federal and state courts have uniformly struck down 
campus speech codes on First Amendment grounds.1  

FIRE has long argued that, in light of the long-established case law on this issue, courts 
should decline to grant qualified immunity to public university administrators who 
continue to promulgate overbroad and vague speech codes.2 Doing so would allow students 
and faculty members whose rights have been violated to pursue monetary damages from 

1 See McCauley v. University of the Virgin Islands, 618 F.3d 232 (3d Cir. 2010) (declaring prohibition of 
“offensive” signs and conduct causing “emotional distress” unconstitutional); DeJohn v. Temple University, 
537 F.3d 301 (3d Cir. 2008) (invalidating university sexual harassment policy due to overbreadth); Dambrot v. 
Central Michigan University, 55 F.3d 1177 (6th Cir. 1995) (declaring university discriminatory harassment 
policy facially unconstitutional); University of Cincinnati Chapter of Young Americans for Liberty v. Williams, 
2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 80967 (S.D. Ohio Jun. 12, 2012) (invalidating policy limiting student “demonstrations, 
picketing, and rallies” to a single area of campus); Smith v. Tarrant County College District, 694 F. Supp. 2d 610 
(N.D. Tex. 2010) (invalidating “cosponsorship” policy due to overbreadth); College Republicans at San 
Francisco State University v. Reed, 523 F. Supp. 2d 1005 (N.D. Cal. 2007) (enjoining enforcement of university 
civility policy); Roberts v. Haragan, 346 F. Supp. 2d 853 (N.D. Tex. 2004) (finding university sexual 
harassment policy unconstitutionally overbroad); Bair v. Shippensburg University, 280 F. Supp. 2d 357 (M.D. 
Pa. 2003) (enjoining enforcement of university harassment policy due to overbreadth); Booher v. Board of 
Regents, 1998 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11404 (E.D. Ky. Jul. 21, 1998) (finding university sexual harassment policy void 
for vagueness and overbreadth); The UWM Post, Incorporated v. Board of Regents of the University of 
Wisconsin System, 774 F. Supp. 1163 (E.D. Wis. 1991) (declaring university racial and discriminatory 
harassment policy facially unconstitutional); Doe v. University of Michigan, 721 F. Supp. 852 (E.D. Mich. 1989) 
(enjoining enforcement of university discriminatory harassment policy due to unconstitutionality); Corry v. 
Leland Stanford Junior University, No. 740309 (Cal. Super. Ct. Feb. 27, 1995) (slip op.) (declaring “harassment 
by personal vilification” policy unconstitutional). 
2 See Azhar Majeed, Putting Their Money Where Their Mouth Is: The Case for Denying Qualified Immunity to 
University Administrators for Violating Students’ Speech Rights, 8 CARDOZO PUB. LAW, POLICY & ETHICS J. 515
(2010). 
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such officials in their personal capacity. And at least one federal judge has agreed with us. 
As Judge James Gritzner found in the case against ISU, “Defendants are not entitled to 
qualified immunity on Plaintiffs’ viewpoint discrimination claim . . . .” See Gerlich v. Leath, 
152 F. Supp. 3d 1152, 1177 (S.D. Iowa 2016). 

Rather than run the risk of being held personally liable,  Clemson’s 
policymakers would be well  advised to work with FIRE in order to reform 
their institution’s speech codes.  Doing so is  simple and free of charge,  with 
the result that your institution’s policies will  be brought into full  
compliance with the First Amendment.  

Indeed, in the past two years, FIRE has worked amicably and cooperatively with 11 
different colleges and universities to revise all of their speech codes to meet constitutional 
standards. Every one of those institutions has attained FIRE’s highest, “green light” rating. 
Those 11 institutions include Purdue University, George Mason University, the University 
of North Florida, Western State Colorado University, the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill, Purdue University Calumet, the University of Maryland, the State University 
of New York at Brockport, Duke University, the University of Chicago, and Indiana 
University – Purdue University Fort Wayne.3 

Of course, this figure does not include the many colleges and universities that, while not 
earning a green light rating from FIRE, have worked with us during the same period to 
revise one or more speech codes. During the past two years,  a  total  of  62 
institutions have collaborated with FIRE to improve at least one speech 
code in order to better protect student and faculty speech rights.  Given FIRE’s 
demonstrated practice of working effectively with colleges and universities—and in light of 
Chairman Goodlatte’s urgent call to reform your institution’s speech codes—we invite your 
administration to collaborate with us as well. 

Thank you for your attention to these important concerns. 

Sincerely, 

Azhar Majeed 
Director of Policy Reform

3 See, e.g., Press Release: University of Chicago Reforms All Speech Codes, Earns FIRE’s Highest Free Speech 
Rating, FOUNDATION FOR INDIVIDUAL RIGHTS IN EDUCATION (Apr. 26, 2016), www.thefire.org/university-of-
chicago-reforms-all-speech-codes-earns-fires-highest-free-speech-rating. 


